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Abstract: In This Paper We Propose Cyclic Prefix Less Filter-Bank Multi-Carrier With Offset Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (FBMC/OQAM) System Over OFDM For Next Generation Wireless Standards. We Proved That Overall Throughput Metrics Of OFDM System In Fact Largely Limits By Delay Insertion And Also Depends On Many Parameters And Even With Multistage Pipelining Data Rate Can’t Be Extended Up To 5G Requirements. Therefore, The Availability Of Efficient Hardware Implementations With Maximum Operating Frequency Becomes Of High Interest. In This Work, Pipelined Hardware With Maximized Parallel Processing Architecture Is Used At The Transmitter Which Capable Of Supporting Several Filter Lengths With Low Complexity And Its Efficiency Is Compared With OFDM Implementations. For A Functional Verification Extensive Test Bench Simulation Is Carry Out And Proposed Architecture Complexity Analyzes In Terms Of Multipliers Used And Memory Resources With Respect To A Typical OFDM Transmitter. Finally Through Hardware Synthesis, Its Complexity Gap And High Throughput Performance Rate Over Multi Carrier OFDM System Is Proven In Hardware Implementation Perspectives.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) Is A Multicarrier Transmission Technique, Which Divides The Available Spectrum Into Many Carriers, Each One Being Modulated By A Low Rate Data Stream. OFDM Is Similar To FDMA In That The Multiple User Access Is Achieved By Subdividing The Available Bandwidth Into Multiple Channels, Which Are Then Allocated To Users. However, OFDM Uses The Spectrum Much More Efficiently By Spacing The Channels Much Closer Together. This Is Achieved By Making All The Carriers Orthogonal To One Another, Preventing Interference Between The Closely Spaced Carriers

OFDM Can Be Viewed As A Collection Of Transmission Techniques. When This Technique Is Applied In Wireless Environment, It Is Referred To As OFDM. In The Wired Environment, Such As Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Lines (ADSL), It Is Referred To As Discrete Multi Tone (DMT). In OFDM, Each Carrier Is Orthogonal To All Other Carriers. However, This Condition Is Not Always Maintained In DMT [1]. OFDM Is An Optimal Version Of Multi Carrier Transmission Schemes. OFDM Started In The Mid 60’s, Chang Proposed A Method To Synthesize Band Limited Signals For Multi Channel Transmission [2]. The Idea Is To Transmit Signals Simultaneously Through A Linear Band Limited Channel Without Inter Channel (ICI) And Inter Symbol Interference (ISI).

A General Set Of Orthogonal Waveforms Is Given By

\[ \psi_k(t) = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{\sqrt{T_s}} e^{j2\pi f_k t}, & t \in [0, T_s] \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

F K Is The Frequency Of The Kth Sub-Carrier, With K=0,1,….,Nc-1.

Subcarrier Allocation

Instead Of Transmitting The Data Symbols Serially, The Multi-Carrier Transmitter Partitions The Data Into Blocks Of Nc Data Symbols That Are Transmitted In Parallel By Modulating The Nc Carriers. The Symbol Duration For A Modulated Carrier Is Ts=1/W.

The Multi-Carrier Signal Can Be Written As A Set Of Modulated Carriers As.

\[ s(t) = \sum_{k=0}^{Nc-1} x_k \psi_k(t) \]

Xk Is The Data Symbol Modulating The Kth Sub-Carrier.
Ψk (T) is the modulation waveform at the kth sub-carrier. 
S(T) is the multi-carrier modulated signal.

Fig. 1. Multi-Carrier Modulation

- A number of steps can be taken when designing a multi-carrier system to mitigate the effects of fading.
- In time domain, the data symbol duration can be made much longer than the maximum excess delay of the channel. This can be done either by choosing Max Ts >> Tmax.
- In frequency domain, the bandwidth of the sub-carriers can be made small compared to the coherence bandwidth of the channel Bcoh >> W/Nc. The sub-bands then experience flat-fading, which reduces the equalization to a single complex multiplication per carrier.

II. FBMC System Model

In OFDM, information bits to be transmitted are first modulated to generate complex in-phase I and quadrature Q components Cn(M). A maximum of M QAM symbols are modulated, corresponding to the number of active sub-carriers of OFDM. Then, an IFFT of length M (IFFTM) is computed and a block of M complex samples is generated in time domain. Unused sub-carriers are padded to zero at the input of the IFFT. The baseband OFDM modulation in discrete time domain can be written as:

Fig 2: Spectra of an OFDM Signal.

2.1 Architecture Modifications

A cyclic prefix (CP) is inserted at the beginning of a block (OFDM symbol) to avoid inter-symbol interference caused by the delay spread of a multipath channel at a noticeable cost in spectral efficiency. A typical SOTA hardware architecture is presented in Fig. 1. The first unit of the proposed OFDM modulator architecture is the QAM mapper which is typically implemented through a look-up table (LUT), supporting up to 64-QAM, as specified in the Long Term Evolution (LTE) standard. The R22 SDF architecture [4] was chosen for the IFFT block thanks to its low complexity, its minimum memory requirement and its pipelined structure. The devised architecture for the IFFT uses the Decimation In Frequency (DIF) decomposition which results in output samples in bit reversal order [5].

2.2 Mapping Model

FBMC defines two constellation mapping schemes: QPSK and QAM modulations. The QPSK spreads data into several subcarriers and the QAM requires data reordering. The spreading and reordering processes involve non-trivial amount of buffer storages and also latency. Conventionally, those processes are done as separate phases: interleaving first and then spreading or reordering. But, we can unify the spreading and the (inverse-)reordering with the (de)interleaving process. With the proposed interleaver architecture, we can perform the spreading before the interleaving.
Process By Fully Utilizing Array Cells Of Our Interleaver.

The DCM (Inverse)-Reordering Pattern Can Be Combined Into The (De)Interleaving Process So That The Reordering Is Done In Parallel With The Interleaving Process.

The Word Orthogonal Indicates That There Is A Precise Mathematical Relationship Between The Frequencies Of The Carriers In The System. In A Normal Frequency-Division Multiplex System, Many Carriers Are Spaced Apart In Such A Way That The Signals Can Be Received Using Conventional Filters And Demodulators.

2.3 Signal Interference

In OFDM Tranceivers, Guard Bands Are Introduced Between The Different Carriers And In The Frequency Domain, Which Results In A Lowering Of Spectrum Efficiency. It Is Possible. However, To Arrange The Carriers In An FBMC Signal So That The Sidebands Of The Individual Carriers Overlap And The Signals Are Still Received Without Adjacent Carrier Interference. To Do This, The Carriers Must Be Mathematically Orthogonal.

They Used Guard Space Between Symbols To Combat ICI And ISI Problem. This System Did Not Obtain Perfect Orthogonality Between Sub Carriers Over A Dispersive Channel. It Was Peled And Ruiz Who Introduced Cyclic Prefix (CP) That Solves The Orthogonality Issue [5]. They Filled The Guard Space With A Cyclic Extension Of The OFDM Symbol. It Is Assumed The CP Is Longer Than Impulse Response Of The Channel.

2.4 Cyclic Prefix As Filter Bank

Inter Symbolic-Interference (ISI) Is Induced In A Signal When It Passes Through A Frequency-Selective Channel. In OFDM Systems, It Causes The Loss Of Orthogonality Of The Sub-Carriers, Resulting In Inter-Carrier Interference (ICI). The Concept Of Cyclic Prefix (CP) Was Introduced As Filter Banks To Combat This Problem In FBMC System. In FBMC System Each Symbol Is Pre-Occupied With Unique Filter Coefficients To The Transmitted Symbol As An Alternative To CP Insertion As Shown In Figure 3, And Removed Before Demodulation.

![Fig. 3: Cyclic Prefix](image)

FBMC Transmission Scheme Advantages
- Makes Efficient Use Of The Spectrum By Allowing Overlap.
- By Dividing The Channel Into Narrowband Flat Fading Sub-Channels, Though Is More Sensitive To Frequency Selective Fading Than OFDM Systems It Offers Significant Throughput Gain.
- Eliminates Inter Symbol Interference (ISI) Through Use Of A Filter Banks.
- Using Adequate Channel Coding And Interleaving One Can Recover Symbols Lost Due To The Frequency Selectivity Of The Channel.
- Channel Equalization Becomes Simpler Than By Using Adaptive Equalization Techniques With OFDM Systems.
- It Is Possible To Use Hardware Optimized FFT With Reasonable Complexity, FMBC Is Computationally Efficient By Using FFT Techniques To Implement The Modulation And Demodulation Functions.

2.5 Orthogonality Between Sub-Carriers.

To Generate OFDM Successfully The Relationship Between All The Carriers Must Be Carefully Controlled To Maintain The Orthogonality Of The Carriers. For This Reason, OFDM Is Generated By First Choosing The Spectrum Required, Based On The Input Data, And Modulation Scheme Used. Each Carrier To Be Produced Is Assigned Some Data To Transmit. The Required Amplitude And Phase Of The Carrier Is Then Calculated Based On The Modulation Scheme (Typically Differential BPSK, QPSK, Or QAM). The Required Spectrum Is Then Converted Back To Its Time Domain Signal Using An Inverse Fourier Transform. In Most Applications, An Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) Is Used. The IFFT Performs The Transformation Very Efficiently, And Provides A Simple Way Of Ensuring The Carrier Signals Produced Are Orthogonal.
III. FFT IMPLEMENTATION

The N-Point DFT Is Formulated As

\[ X(k) = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} x(n)W_N^{nk}, k = 0, 1, \ldots, N - 1 \]  

(1)

where the twiddle factors is defined as \( W_N^{nk} = e^{-j2\pi nk/N} \). Then denotes the time index and the K denotes the frequency index. The radix 2k algorithm can be derived by integrating twiddle factor decomposition through a divide and conquer approach.

Radix -22 Algorithm
Consider the first two steps of decomposition in radix-2 DIF FFT together. Applying a 3-dimensional linear index map as follows:

\[ n = \frac{N}{2}n_1 + \frac{N}{4}n_2 + n_3 (n_1, n_2 = 0, 1, n_3 = 0, \ldots, \frac{N}{4} - 1) \]  

(2)

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT ANALYSIS

Here we compare the performance of the proposed FBMC over using single compound OFDM as a benchmark scheme to explore the throughput rate with the complexity reduction schemes described as shown in Table 2. We extended this analyzes using MATLAB generated binary values for hardware implementation to prove its implications in wireless applications. The hardware FPGA synthesis was carried without using any degree of EDA driven optimization since the objective of this work is to prove the performance of the aforementioned designs, using architectural level modifications to analyze the highest achievable complexity reduction and frequency.

Fig. 4: FBMC Functional Verification

Nc-Point Inverse Fourier Transform (IFFT) is performed on zero-padded Xk to generate time-domain vector X(N) cyclic prefix of Ncp is then pre-appended to X(N) forming Xg(N) vector of Nc+Ncp symbols. After receiving the data equalization is applied using a pilot-based channel estimation method, and the pilot symbols are removed from the equalized signal. The equalized data then undergoes a P/S conversion and demodulation, creating estimates of the transmitted binary data.

Fig. 5: Synthesized Report
In This Paper We Have Used Parallel FFT For OFDM With Maximum Spectral Efficiency. The Performance Of These Methods Was Simulated On MODELSIM, And Successfully Synthesized Using QUARTUS II EDA Tools. Finally We Proved That The Proposed System Is Implementable In FPGA Devices.

**Table 1. Trade Off Analyzes Of OFDM Vs FBMC**

With QUARTUS II Hardware Synthesis Using CYCLONE III Family

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transmission model</th>
<th>AREA</th>
<th>Fmax report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OFDM</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>98.05 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBMC</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>216.92 MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. FFT Hardware Complexity Reduction Report**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FFT model</th>
<th>AREA (LE’s)</th>
<th>Fmax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 MUL</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>77.69 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 MUL</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>60.48 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHIFT/ADD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>79.65 MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**V. CONCLUSION**
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